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¥  Single-laser NMOR
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¥  Single-laser NMOR













¥ 28 mm diameter
¥ 2x10-6 torr Cs vapour
¥ ParafÞn anti-relaxation
¥ 7 Hz intrinsic relaxation
¥ Made in Fribourg [1]
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NMOR resonance
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B0 Orientation &  
Gradient
¥  B0 orientation
¥  B0 // polarisation
¥  Relaxation [3]
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¥  Convergence 2-3 iterations
¥  ΔB0 < 20 nT
¥  ∇Β < 10 nT/mm
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Optimised resonance
¥  HWHM 680 䊻 108 Hz (7 Hz intrinsic) ¥ Sensitivity 228 䊻 20 pT.Hz-1/2
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Stability &  
Dynamic range
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5 μT
50 μT
¥  Dipole ~ 8 mA.m2
¥  Location < 5 mm
Response &  
Noise measurement





¥  1 Hz Þeld 
tracking
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Summary
¥  QT Hub: application of QT to devices
¥  Unshielded vapour cell magnetometry
¥  Scalable, ßexible 䖾 Hardware < Software
¥  Arbitrary Þelds 䖾 Studying B0 & ∇B
¥  Sensitivity 䖾 Noise rejection
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